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Abstract

The Mk.41 vertical launch system (VLS) offers NATO and allied navies
flexible loading combination of various surface attack and/or surface-to-air
(SAM) missiles. This short paper assesses the optimal VLS cells allocation
between SM-2 and Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM) for the task of fleet air
defense. I simulate a scenario using a typical mixed strategy game and
extrapolate the optimal allocation of launch cells for the two SAM missiles with
imputed data. The result has implications for allied navies who attempt to
optimize the air defense capability of their Aegis-type frigates.

1 Introduction

The introduction of Mk.41 VLS since the 1980s has greatly improved the flexibility

of shipborne weapons carrying capacity and firepower of allied surface combatants

as the system allows simultaneously firing of various missiles for fast engagement

against multiple incoming threats/targets and the system works best with Aegis

Combat System (ACS) or similar Aegis-type multibeam target acquisition

systems.1 Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of VLS launch cell’s different

loading capacities.

∗First draft, comments welcome.
†email hktseng@gwmail.gwu.edu for R and Mathematica source code.
1Such as the Thales Nederland’s SMART-L APAR system or the Mitsubishi Electronic Corp.’s

FSC-3 system.
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Figure 1: Demonstration of different loading capacities of Mk.41 VLS cells 

 

Question arises as to how allied navies who operate VLS along with multibeam

target acquistion system can optimize their air defense capability by making the

best allocation of their VLS launch cells for short range point air defense SAMs and

short-to-medium range area air defence SAMs. The problem is most pronounced

for navies who, for reasons of defense quideline and budget constraint, can only

operate frigates (e.g., the Norwegian Fridtjof Nansen class and the RAN/RNZN’s

Anzac class) that equip fewer VLS launch cells (as compared to Aegis destroyers

like the USN’s Ticonderoga and Arleigh Burke classes and JMSDF’s Kongō class).

For all the aerial threats in today’s uncertain maritime warfare environment,

intercepting high-speed sea-skimming airborne air-to-surface missiles (ASMs)

comes as the greatest challenge to fleet commander. Various countermeasures have

been developed for tackling incoming aerial targets, among them, the SM-2 (Block

IV and above) and Sea Sparrow Missiles constitute the core of the hardkill method

for they provide surface combatants with extended range of deterrence against

aerial targets. Due to their specifications and difference in effective range (70 to

170km for the SM-2, 50km for the latest version of Sea Sparrow), there is clearly a

division of labor–in terms of the task of fleet air defense–between the SM-2 and Sea

Sparrow in which the SM-2 is designated to counter high-altitude targets (e.g.,

enemy aircrafts) while the Sea Sparrow engages primarily low-altitude supersonic
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ASMs. The latest development of Sea Sparrow, the Evolved Sea Sparrow Missiles

(ESSMs), has a new rocket motor and clipped wings which allow 4 ESSMs to be

fitted into a quadpack for each Mk.41 VLS cell and enhances ship’s air defense

capability. The question is how to design an appropriate cell allocation rule for the

task of air defense according to each missile’ characteristics.

The following formal analysis section employs mixed strategy approach to assess

this allocation problem and provides numerical solutions to the scenario.

2 Mixed threat and the Allocation of VLS cells

When a tactical scenario involves intercepting hostile high-altitude (i.e., 50+ km)

flying objects then SM-2 is the weapon of choice; on the other hand, when the

threat flies in supersonic low-altitude mode, such as supersonic cruiss missile/ASM,

then the ideal countermeasure is to fire multiple ESSMs in tandem to maximize the

probability of successful interception. The problem facing the fleet commander is to

ensure that a VLS-equipped ship has optimal stockpile of each weaponry for both

high/low-altitude air defense tasks.

Assuming that a VLS-capable surface ship faces two types of threats, enemy

aircraft and ASM, and the two threats can only be intercepted with types of SAMs

that are ideal for their respective flying altitudes. Conditional on this tactical

information, the attacking enemy force has M operational fighters and each carries

2 ASMs. The enemy commander allocates x sorties (x > 0) for high-altitude attack

while assigning the remaining (M - x) fighters to low-altitude anti-ship operation.

For the defender, the surface combatant with N VLS cells, its strategy is to

allocate y cells for SM-2s and (N - y) cells for quadpack ESSMs. The strategy and

payoff matrix is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Type of threat, launch cell allocation, and payoff

threat high-altitudelow-altitude

value (damage) V1 V2

A x (M − x)

D y (N − y)

We also assume that the value of attack {V1, V2} to be some positive integers

and is proportion to the number of fighter jets that penetrate the air defense and

the ASM weapons they successfully launch, V1 ∝ (x− py) and V2 ∝

[2(M − x)− q4(N − y)] where p and q are the kill rate for a single SM-2 and ESSM,

respectively. To approximate increasing threat level as an enemy fighter approaches

the ship, we further assume that in high-altitude region an enemy fighter launch 1

ASM and in low-altitude region it launch 2 ASMs to offset the target worship’s

close-in air defense measures. So the payoff function for the two attacking mode

can be summarized below:

U(x, y) =

{
V1(x− py) if x > py
V2[2(m− x)− 4q(N − y)] if M − x > 2q(N − y)

(2.1)

So the problem is to finding a set of (x∗, y∗) that maximizes U(x, y) (in which we

set to an arbitrary value V ). Assuming that U(x, y) is continuous in x and y and

U(x, y) is a convex function of y ∀x ∈ N and the problem can be reexpressed as

V = min
y

max
x

U(x, y) = min
y

max
{
V2y, V14q(N − y)

}
. (2.2)

Therefore, the minimum of U(x, y) at y∗ satisfies V2y = V14q(N − y), which

implies y∗ =
(

V14q
V14q+V2p

)
N . This can be interpreted as the frigate commander

allocates
(

V14q
V14q+V2p

)
N cells for high-altitude air defense and the remaining(

V2p
V14q+V2p

)
N for low-altitude air defense.
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By substitution, we know that

V =

(
V1V24pq

V14q + V2p

)
N. (2.3)

Again, substituting, we derive the enemy’s utility function

U

(
x,

(
V14q

V14q + V2p

)
N

)
= V. (2.4)

Solving (2.4), we obtain two solutions for x where we use superscripts {h, l} to

indicate each solution

xh = 4Npq

(
V1 + V2

V14q + V2p

)
, xl = (M − 2qN) +

V1Nq

2

(
4p− q

V14q + V2p

)
.

Differentiating U(x, y) wrt y∗ at xh and xl, respectively, yields

∂U(x, y∗)

∂y

∣∣∣
x=xh

= −pV1 and
∂U(x, y∗)

∂y

∣∣∣
x=xl

= 4qV2.

Since p, q, V1, and V2 are all > 0, so that −pV1 < 0, 4qV2 > 0. This means that

there exists a saddle point, θ ∈ [0, 1], that optimizes the defender’s payoff which

can be expressed as a step function

F ∗(y) = θU ′(xh, y∗) + (1− θ)U ′(xl, y∗)

= −θpV1 + (1− θ)4qV2, (2.5)

solving θ, we have θ = 4qV2
pV1+4qV2

. To get a numerical solution for θ, we set V1 to 1

and V2 to 2 and imputed estimated p and q (where we assume, by average estimate

from known sources,2 that p = 0.7 and q = 0.9) to 4qV2
pV1+4qV2

, we obtain an

2For instance, Hooton (2007).
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approximate value for θ ' 0.91. To present the estimated result visually, I plot the

range of θ as a function of p and q in Figure 3, as the curvature of the surface in

Figure 3 shows, θ is lower at lower level of q since one must allocate more VLS cells

to ESSM to compensate for its relatively low kill rate (of a single missile), but as q

improves, θ increases and is driven toward unity at the high end of both p and q.

ESSM’s greater loading capacity (4 for each VLS cell) clearly explains this pull for

it makes the numerator in 4qV2
pV1+4qV2

larger (as q increases, holding p constant).

Finally, for illustration, I list a selected classes of surface combatant currently

used by allied navies and their respective estimated VSL cells allocation (for SM-2

and ESSM) in Figure 4.3
 

 

Figure 3: θ as a function of p and q

Figure 4: Recommended VLS cells allocation for a selected classes of combatants

class De Zeven ProvinciënÁlvaro de BazánFridtjof Nansen Murasame
(frigate) (frigate) (frigate) (destroyer)

] of VLS cells 48 48 32 16
ŜM2 43 43 29 14̂ESSM 5 5 3 2

3Note that the Murasame class has 16 additional Mk.48 VLS cells where 2 ESSMs can be
installed into each dualpack cell. The calculation here is for expository purpose only.
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3 Continuous Response

We now take the effective range of each missile and possible enemy response along

the altitude range into account. Let α be the attacking altitude of incoming enemy

fighter and F (α) defines the normal density of air attack distribution, so, from the

enemy’s perspective, the utility of attacking at altitude, α, conditional on known

V1, V2, p, and q values, can be proxied by the following two utility functions:

Uh(α|X) = V1

x∏
i=1

F (α)− p

α
, ∀i = 1, ..., x, ∀α ∈ [0, 0.3)

U l(α|X) = 2V2

M∏
i=x+1

F (α)− q

α
, ∀i = x+ 1, ...,M, ∀α ∈ [0.3, 1), (3.1)

where h and l denote high and low altitude as previously defined, X is the vector

for all parameters other than α and α is normalized between 0 and 1 based on

given effective range information of SM-2 (50-170km) and ESSM (50+ km) and I

set 50km as cut-point to separate the engagement areas (EA) for SM-2 and ESSM.

The risk for each attacking enemy fighter is captured by the p
α

(and q
α

) term, which

is increasing in a missile’s kill rate but inversely related to altitude.

To adjust for the impact of disturbance on attack success rate associated with

altitude, I introduce an error parameter, σ ∈ [0, 1], in the denominator of (3.1) and

times α to generate a multiplicative error term that is sensitive to both

decision/technical error and altitude. We adopt the logit form to ensure the

probability of attack to be proportional to an exponential function of expected

utilities. Thus, the expected utility in (3.1) is finite for all possible attacks and the

logit density is finite for all nonzero value of σ.4 We can rewrite (3.1) into two logit

4Note as σ →∞ (which is never the case in our example), the density function in (3.2) and (3.3)
become flat over its whole range and the attacking side’s strategy becomes entirely random.
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choice probability density functions

fhi (α) = fi(0)exp

(
V1
∏x

i=1 F (α)− p
α

ασ

)
, ∀i = 1, ..., x, ∀α ∈ [0, 0.3) (3.2)

and, similarly for low altitude engagement area, the choice probability function is

f li (α) = fi(0)exp

(
2V2

∏M
i=x+1 F (α)− q

α

ασ

)
, ∀i = x+ 1, ...,M, ∀α ∈ [0.3, 1), (3.3)

and the attacking altitudes with higher utilities are chosen with higher probability.

The logit equilibrium condition requires that a distribution function determining

the expected utility in (3.1) corresponds to the choice probability densities defined

by (3.2) and (3.3). This implies that the derivatives of (3.2) and (3.3) wrt α should

satisfy the logit equilibrium condition:

fαi
′ =

fαi U
′
i

−α2σ
, ∀i ∈M and α = {h, l}. (3.4)

Substituting given values of V1, V2, p, and q into (3.4), we obtain two logit

equilibrium conditions for two different EAs:

fhi
′

=
fhi (1− p

α2 )

−α2σ
, ∀i = 1, ..., x

f li
′

=
f li (2V2 −

q
α2 )

−α2σ
, ∀i = x+ 1, ...,M. (3.5)

We can then use use these two terms in (3.5) to construct a logistic probability

estimator that takes the form of
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Figure 5: Air Attack Probability as a function of altitude (α)
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logit(Prob) =
1

1 + exp(fαi )
, ∀i ∈Mand α = {h, l}. (3.6)

In Figure 5, I plot the logistic probability of attack for two EAs conditional on a

set of given parameters and vary by altitude, α (normalized between 0 and 1) and

decision error (σ of which I set to 0.1 (solid line), 0.2 (dashed line), and 0.05

(dotted line)).

We can tell from Figure 5 that for both EAs the probability of attack is

increasing in α though the probability of attack exhibits a quick jump in low

altitude EA than in high altitude EA (and the attack probability of the former falls

consistently within the range of 0.5 to 0.6 after α passes 0.5). Empirically this has

to do with aviators’ inclination to avoid the risk of SAM attack during anti-ship

operations. Generally, the probability of air attack is decreasing in σ (which

captures in the influence of decision error), however, for low altitude EA, the

probability of attack evaluated at σ = 0.05 exceeds that evaluated at σ = 0.2 at the

altitude of around 8.5km (α ' 0.05) while for high altitude EA, the probability of

attack evaluated at σ = 0.05 does not surpass that evaluated at σ = 0.2 until the

altitude reaches 144.5km (α ' 0.85). This can be interpreted as the greater
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protection afforded by higher flying altitude that gives the pilots greater incentive

to launch attacks on ships.

Given this threat information, the next step is to find a VLS cells allocation

pattern that minimize the probability of air attack. Following our discussion in the

previous section, we first multiply the derivatives of (3.2) and (3.3) by θ and (1 -

θ), respectively, and taking log of both functions and finally find an MLE of θ that

simultaneously optimize these two functions. This procedure can be expressed

formally as

ln `(θ|X) =
x∑
i=1

ln[θfhi
′
(X)] +

M∑
i=x+1

ln[(1− θ)f li
′
(X)], (3.7)

where X is the vector for all parameters. The MLE of θ is simply

θ̂MLE = arg max
θ∈[0,1]

ˆ̀(θ|X). (3.8)

The final task is to find the optimal value of θ that satisfies (3.8). I plugged in

the known values for all parameters and set the number of iteration to 1500 times,

my model converged after 10 iterations and gave me 0.672554 as the MLE of θ.5 To

illustrate with an example, for a frigate equipped with 48 VLS cells, the optimal

allocation of VLS cells, given that the density of air attack is distributed normally

along the full range of altitude (at the maximum effective range of SM-2), should be

32 cells for SM-2 and the remaining 16 cells allotted to 16 quadpack ESSM tubes.

5This computation is implemented with the optim function in R. Syntax is available from the
author upon request.
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4 Conclusion

The preliminary research result from my crude allocation model offers some useful

implications for allied navies’ weapon procurement policy. Contrary to the

erstwhile one-size-fit-all ship armament strategy and the high-low combination fleet

task assignment policy of which each class of ship is armed with only one particular

type of shipborne SAM that corresponds to the ship’s designated role in fleet air

defense, the advance in VLS and missile technologies (in terms of modular

multi-pack launch cell design, enhanced loading capacity, and improved missile kill

rate) has made it possible for today’s surface ships to allocate the different air

defense tasks internally.

For countries whose defense budgets cannot support the maintenance of a naval

fleet composed of different classes of worship specializing in different air defense

roles–as is usually the case for most countries–their naval weapon procurement

policies should focus on acquiring multi-role frigate/destroyer with VLS technology

and design an optimal allocation of VLS launch cells for their short-/medium to

long-range shipborne SAMs in correspondence to their expected air threat at

different altitudes. This mixed air defense outlay can best exploit the combat

potential of their limited naval assets.
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